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Adrian Savage
Liam Conway is a wolf shifter who left his pack many
years ago, to live life by his own rules. He wanted
more nothing more than to stick around the small
town of Boulder Junction, Wisconsin, hiding in plain
sight amongst humans while waiting to take over the
pack. Liam finally has returned, having made his
fortune, at the request of his Father. The only reason
he moved back was to be close to his ill mother. Now,
he is running his multi-billion-dollar business from the
small town and is being pressured by his father to be
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prepared to take over as Alpha soon. Skylar Moore
was raised by her Mother, who wanted the best for
her, always ensuring that she was well-educated and
had the skills to survive on her own. Although when
her gambling addicted father gets into trouble with
the wrong people, Skylar is once again dragged into
his mess and sees that the only option is to move
thousands of miles away from Miami to escape.
Cayden Benet comes from a long lineage of hunters.
He arrives in the town of Boulder Junction and
assumes the guise of a new police officer, where he
comes across Skylar. Although high on his list of
priorities is ridding the world of as many supernatural
creatures as he can, but number one is finding the
wolf shifter who killed his father and seeking revenge.
He now he has his eye set on Liam. Note as a bonus
this book contains bonus sexy alpha male bad boy
paranormal romance books for your reading pleasure.

World-Tree Online
Winter in the Midwestern town of Pemkowet, should
be a quiet, peaceful time, but there's a new predator
on the loose. Hel's enforcer Daisy Johanssen, fathered
by an incubus and raised by a single mother, is hot on
its trail, working with her partner and sometime lover
from the Pemkowet Police Department, sexy yet
unavailable werewolf Cody Fairfax. Even if they can
catch the creature before it racks up a body count, a
greater danger looms on the horizon

Dark Stranger
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Lust. Temptation. Deception. Technology capitalist,
Lars Elliott, lives on the edge, savoring the adventure
of flirting with death. After rescuing a stranger from a
hail of bullets, he resists attraction to the dangerous
beauty. Determined to learn her secrets, he draws her
into his seductive world of risk taking, pushing her
sexual limits. As he unravels the mystery surrounding
the lovely doctor, he questions the integrity of those
close to him. Caught in a web of lies, marine biologist,
Dr. Braelynn Rollins never expected to face off with
the tempting CEO who's haunted her dreams. Deep
undercover, she's committed to revealing clandestine
adversaries of the nation and recovering stolen
research. Exposed, she's forced to trust the man who
has the power to both destroy and save her. Within
his arms, she surrenders control to Lars, submitting to
desire, exploring forbidden cravings. Lars and
Braelynn heat up southern California as they discover
who is friend and who is foe. Spiraling down a journey
of lust and revenge, their carnal hunger escalates. As
danger and corporate espionage surround them at
every turn, Lars must decide if she is as innocent as
she claims and if she is worth the rush.

Born at Midnight
They told 20-year-old Charlie O’Malley that they had a
cure for the rare blood condition that would
eventually kill her–an untested, experimental cure. All
they wanted in return was for her to join their elite
military team and train to kill the Undead. She took
the deal, not because she cared so much about
extending her life, but because it would make her
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strong–stronger than ordinary humans. Strong enough
to kill the vampire who’d pretended to love her, taken
her blood, used her body, and murdered her mother.
Killion was the last of his kind, or so he thought. When
he found Charlie, he felt the pull. She had the rare
Belladonna Antigen all vampires had as humans.
Vampires were compelled to protect those rare
mortals they called The Chosen. But with Charlie, the
bond was different, more powerful than anything he’s
felt before, and impossible to resist, even though
surrendering to it will probably get him killed. Ancient
vampire elders Rhiannon and Roland come out of
exile, risking their lives to help their mortal friend
Roxy reclaim her granddaughter. But before the tale
ends, their lives will be forever changed. Join Maggie
Shayne as she returns to her most beloved series of
all time with this new beginning…. Wings in the Night:
Reborn

Rain of Ash
Ancient secrets are the deadliest. Although Heather
and Lucas find the acceptance and love they've
always craved, their union with Astrid and Sander has
unexpected consequences. Even as the foursome
struggles with their new reality, the ancient shifters
make their own plans. But with Templars at the
coven's doorstep, there are no good choices. Cut off
from help and with too few Wiccans to make a stand,
the wintry refuge that had once been a sanctuary
becomes a trap. As deadly plans and dangerous blood
rituals swirl around the mountain like a storm,
Heather realizes she must embrace her Wiccan
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heritage in order to save her loved ones, even if it
means losing herself.

Davy Harwood in Transition
The last thing Andi needs is a cocky FBI agent Badboy
FBI agent Cole Lucas always gets his man. So when
the unthinkable happens and one gets away, Cole
grits his teeth and hunts the human trafficker all the
way to Antioch, Texas, where he collides with
Detective Andi MacLaren. Cole doesn’t do small towns
and he doesn’t get involved with women he works
with, but Andi tempts him in ways he doesn’t want to
acknowledge. Two murders, her partner shot and
leading the investigation on her own, the last thing
Andi needs is a cocky FBI agent that sees her as no
more than a tagalong. As a widow and single mother,
she’s used to being on her own. When Cole gets stuck
without a place to stay, crashing on her couch puts
them in dangerous territory. Attraction and passion
bring Andi to a place she left behind when her
husband died. Her three-year-old son quickly wiggles
his way into Cole’s heart, and he starts contemplating
things—family, love—that he’d never planned for
himself. Can being forced to work together make
them stronger or will their differences jeopardize their
case and their hearts?

The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue
An Erotic Paranormal Romance After a series of girls
are ritualistically murdered on the cold streets of
Philadelphia, seasoned detective, Sydney Willows, is
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forced to work with sexy, alpha vampire, Kade
Issacson. While working the case, Sydney finds herself
inexplicably drawn to Kade, fighting the passion she
feels towards him. Kade, determined to solve the case
and mete out justice, is captivated by the
independent, fiery detective. As he attempts to
protect her from a very real murderer, Kade grows
concerned that the beautiful, but very human
detective, could easily end up dead should she tangle
with supernatural forces that are beyond her control.
The investigation leads them into a dark and
dangerous world, deep in the heart of New Orleans,
where together, they search for the perpetrators of
the Voodoo killings. Sydney soon becomes the target
of the killer and ends up fighting for her life and love
in the Big Easy. If she makes it out alive, will she give
into the intoxicating desire she feels for Kade?

Evernight
An erotic paranormal romance Deep in the heart of
New Orleans, Acadian Wolves’ Alpha, Logan Reynaud,
rescues a beautiful woman in the dead of night.
Intrigued by the mysterious human, the commanding
Alpha is determined to elicit all of her secrets,
including her deepest fantasies. After tragedy strikes,
Logan discovers dangerous adversaries are planning
an attack in his city. Driven by responsibility and
honor, Logan must protect both his pack and the
woman who’s captivated his attention. Dr. Wynter
Ryan, a leading virologist, is fascinated with her
charismatic protector. As the chemistry ignites
between her and the dominant Alpha, she
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relinquishes her ties to the past, embracing ecstasy
and submission within his arms and intrepidly
acquiescing to her own adventurous instincts.
Succumbing to desire, she learns to trust her Alpha,
discovering what it means to be wolf. Passion and
mystery on the bayou stirs Logan’s wolf, demanding
he claim his mate. Yet Wynter’s a distraction he can’t
afford when his priority is to lead his new pack. Will
Logan surrender to the uncontrollable need to claim
Wynter as his mate? And will he be able to keep her
alive, finding the killer who threatens the Acadian
Wolves? Warning: This book contains several erotic
love scenes, including m/f/m menage, and is intended
for adult readers only.

Forbidden Embrace
Centuries of oppression may doom the kingdom! Evil
surges and is stronger than ever. Mirela's sorcery and
vampire skills may not be enough. She fights for her
love but must dig deep for more ability. The king
brings his death march to her, intent on killing her,
and changing destiny. When the stakes are highest,
can she find the strength to defeat a greater power?
Draven has fought for centuries against death's
minions. It has been a long, bloody battle and it's not
over yet. He is faced with unforeseen challenges, and
the burden of saving the kingdom rests on his
shoulders. His future with Mirela, and that of the
kingdom, depends on him. Can he ensure their
destiny and see the immortal prophecy through to the
end? In this heart-pounding conclusion to Immortal
Prophecy, discover if Draven and Mirela can overcome
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impossible odds to hold onto a future, predicted
centuries before. ˃˃˃ Immortal Prophecy: a 4-novel
series Moon Tide Blood Oath Noble Guardian Eternal
Sanctuary You don't want to miss IMMORTAL
PROPHECY, a young adult vampire fantasy! It's a
forbidden love story worthy of the gods. Immortal
Prophecy is an immortal romance series for all ages. If
you enjoyed Twilight, Vampire Diaries, or A Shade of
Vampire, you'll love this new series! Download For A
Romantic Vampire Tale!

A King So Cold
Just when Sophia Pierce thinks her eternal life will be
happy and peaceful, something else happens to turn
it upside down. With rogue vampire approaching the
town she has learned to call home, the Pierce family
must prepare for battle. With some magical help will
they be able to save Wenham?Even more trouble
arises when Danika, the newest vampire of the family
decides this might not be the right place for her. The
Pierce family has already lost one love, Caspian, when
he felt he was no longer worthy of their family name.
Will Danika follow his footsteps and will he be able to
save her from a fate far worse than his own?

A Discovery of Witches
It's been three decades since Sophia's brother left,
and she is unsure if she'll ever get over it. That is until
her family moves to Wenham, MA. She and her
siblings have been given orders to protect their littlest
sister, and must return to a High School existence.
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This is where Sophia meets her soul mate, Nathanial,
and life as she knows it is about to change As a
vampire, Sophia always kept to herself. As a student,
will she start to step out of her comfort zone? She's
found a best friend in a powerful, young witch, and a
love to call her own. But when tragedy occurs and
blood is spilt, will Sophia be able to resist the sweet
scent of her beloved? This breathtaking introduction
into Blackwell's paranormal romance book saga wraps
mortals, vampires, witches, and other supernal
themes into a dramatic tale of passions versus
pitfalls, love versus loyalty, and the essence of family.
This is Sophia's story -- the story of a girl who finds
herself when she thought all was lost.

Quintus
An erotic paranormal romance… Sexy vampire, Luca
Macquarie doesn’t do love; especially not with
humans. Yet, ever since he rescued Samantha Irving,
he can’t deny the enigmatic attraction he’s developed
for the alluring mortal woman. Concerned for her
safety, he’s determined to bring Samantha back to
her coven. His mission is to go find the novice witch
and bring her home, nothing more, nothing less;
falling for her is not supposed to be part of the plan.
Samantha doesn’t want to be a witch, yet that’s
exactly what she is. After failing to elicit her magic,
she escapes to the mountains in an attempt to
resume a semblance of her previous human life.
When an arsonist torches her cabin, Samantha’s
worst fears are realized. Aware that her life is on the
line, she reluctantly agrees to return to New Orleans
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with Luca. In the Big Easy, Samantha and Luca
embark on a spellbinding journey, searching for a
mystical amulet that promises to release her
obligation from an ancient, lethal vampire who’s been
threatening her life. With cryptic clues and
clandestine allies, will Luca and Samantha destroy the
dangerous amulet before others acquire it, setting
forth a chain of catastrophic consequences? And will
Luca give into his erotic desire for the witch who
magically captures heart?

Hunter
Bianca wants to escape. She's been uprooted from
her small hometown and enrolled at Evernight
Academy, an eerie Gothic boarding school where the
students are somehow too perfect: smart, sleek, and
almost predatory. Bianca knows she doesn't fit in.
Then she meets Lucas. He's not the "Evernight type"
either, and he likes it that way. Lucas ignores the
rules, stands up to the snobs, and warns Bianca to be
careful—even when it comes to caring about him. "I
couldn't stand it if they took it out on you," he tells
Bianca, "and eventually they would." But the
connection between Bianca and Lucas can't be
denied. Bianca will risk anything to be with Lucas, but
dark secrets are fated to tear them apart . . . and to
make Bianca question everything she's ever believed.

Slave to Sensation
From the author of the national bestseller My Soul to
Keep comes a riveting new novel of supernatural
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suspense -- a gripping tale that brilliantly showcases a
writer at the pinnacle of her astounding storytelling
abilities. Jessica Jacobs-Wolde has somehow survived
the worst that any mother or wife could ever endure:
the deaths of her husband and first daughter. But
now, four years later, not only is the nightmare
continuing -- it may have only just begun. Jessica has
discovered the terrifying truth behind the legacy that
her husband left to their second daughter, Fanaa
legacy preordained a thousand years before her time
and drenched in the powerful lifeblood that now
courses through her veins. As young Fana begins to
display unearthly abilities that are quickly spiraling
out of control, she becomes the target of those who
will stop at nothing to exploit her power -- and the
unwitting touchstone in an ancient supernatural battle
whose outcome may decide the fate of all humanity.

Kade's Dark Embrace
An erotic paranormal romance Seductive and lethal
vampire, Léopold Devereoux, returns to the Big Easy
to find a killer. His search leads him to a beautiful and
mysterious woman, who awakens desires and
emotions that he’s long fought to keep buried. After
centuries of self-imposed solitude, the billionaire
philanthropist struggles to restrain his growing thirst
for the intriguing, lovely female who’s captured his
attention. Laryssa Theriot, an antiques proprietor in
the Vieux Carré, agrees to help the commanding yet
debonair stranger, who seeks her assistance. She
withholds her secret abilities, afraid to trust the man
who threatens to unleash her darkest fantasies. All
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the while, Léopold consumes her thoughts, testing her
limits and bringing her to new levels of ecstasy. As
the menacing force that has stalked Laryssa for years
finally catches up to her, she submits, putting her life
into the hands of the dominant vampire who offers his
protection. Deep in the heart of New Orleans, they
embark on a perilous adventure, forced to search for
an ancient sacrificial relic that they hope will save
their lives. As they face formidable challenges,
Léopold and Laryssa surrender to the passionate
intimacy that possesses them. After hundreds of
years of denying himself love, will Léopold bond to
the woman who has begun to crack the impenetrable
shell around his heart? As evil draws near, will Laryssa
survive the demon that has come to take her soul?
Warning: This book contains several erotic love
scenes and is intended for adult readers only.

Soul Meaning
When marrying your enemy is only the
beginning.Once upon a time, there lived a princess so
cruel that even her husband tried to destroy her. The
results left her without a father, her husband without
a memory, and herself as queen to a kingdom on the
cusp of war.Even so, after learning of her treasonous
husband's upcoming nuptials, she set out to find him
and locked him in her dungeon. There, and only there,
would she unveil a time when she once allowed
herself to be vulnerable. A past detailing how her
heart was coaxed to beat outside her chest, only to
have it crushed by the cold hands of betrayal. But
true vengeance will need to wait. War is coming, and
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with it, decisions and danger masked in treacherous
beauty. All too soon, the young queen will learn that
time could be the most dangerous foe of all. For it is
time that would reveal all the ways a dead heart can
beat anew.Contains dark themes and a HEA.
Recommended for 18+

Carnal Risk
In 2056, the world's most powerful AI System, ARKUS,
comes online. Created to extend human lifespans, it
quickly makes world-changing discoveries in health
science. It also develops an advanced VR headset
that uses consumable nanomachines to let users
experience time faster in virtual worlds.Two years
later, ARKUS releases World-Tree Online, a game
where players scale a giant tree with thousands of
unique game worlds hanging from the branches. The
game's time-dilation makes it so that one hour of
playtime feels like one month to those in-game,
allowing humans to virtually extend their
lifespans.However, after an old gamer named Vincent
joins World-Tree Online, an update begins that
stretches the time-dilation to one year for every five
seconds. Players are unable to exit the game during
the update-with an estimated wait time of three
hundred sixty years.After experimenting with an
exploit, Vincent begins to develop new spells that will
take him higher in the game than he ever thought
possible. Unfortunately, he crosses paths with the last
moderator, a young man named Lucas that uses his
mod abilities to torture and subjugate other
players.Lucas is willing to abuse his power to conquer
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the World-Tree, but Vincent's exploit might just be the
key to stopping him.

Immortal Embrace
Briana turned her back on her heritage as a
reincarnating witch to chase her dream career. But
when a tragic accident calls her back to her small
town island roots, a spell cast in her grandmother's
dying moments opens her to Oracle powers she's
spent her whole life avoiding. Now, an enemy of old
has surfaced hungry for vengeanceand Bri's soul.
Unprepared and untrained, she must harness the
magic buried deep within her to conquer the demon
of her past and save the man she loves.

Twilight Guardians
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER USA
TODAY BESTSELLER NATIONAL INDIE BESTSELLER
THE WASHINGTON POST BESTSELLER #1 Indie Next
Pick and #1 LibraryReads Pick - October 2020
Recommended by Entertainment Weekly, Real
Simple, NPR, Slate, and Oprah Magazine A “Best Of”
Book From: CNN *Amazon Editors * Goodreads *
Bustle * PopSugar * BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble *
Kirkus Reviews * Lambda Literary * Nerdette * The
Nerd Daily * Polygon * Library Reads * io9 * Smart
Bitches Trashy Books * LiteraryHub * Medium *
BookBub * The Mary Sue * Chicago Tribune * NY Daily
News * SyFy Wire * Powells.com * Bookish * Book Riot
* In the vein of The Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After
Life, The Invisible Life of Addie LaRue is New York
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Times bestselling author V. E. Schwab’s genre-defying
tour de force. A Life No One Will Remember. A Story
You Will Never Forget. France, 1714: in a moment of
desperation, a young woman makes a Faustian
bargain to live forever—and is cursed to be forgotten
by everyone she meets. Thus begins the
extraordinary life of Addie LaRue, and a dazzling
adventure that will play out across centuries and
continents, across history and art, as a young woman
learns how far she will go to leave her mark on the
world. But everything changes when, after nearly 300
years, Addie stumbles across a young man in a
hidden bookstore and he remembers her name. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Bless Me, Ultima
Welcome to Shadow Falls, nestled deep in the woods
of a town called Fallen Kylie Galen has never felt
normal. One night she finds herself at the wrong
party, with the wrong people, and it changes her life
forever. Her mother ships her off to Shadow Falls—a
camp for troubled teens—but within hours of arriving,
it becomes clear that her fellow campers aren't
"troubled." Here at Shadow Falls, vampires,
werewolves, shapeshifters, witches and fairies train
side by side—learning to harness their powers, control
their magic, and live in the normal world. They insist
Kylie is one of them, and that she was brought to
Shadow Falls for a reason. As if life wasn't
complicated enough, enter Derek and Lucas. Derek's
a half Fae who's determined to be her boyfriend, and
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Lucas is a brooding werewolf with whom Kylie shares
a secret past. Both Derek and Lucas couldn't be more
different, but they both have a powerful hold on her
heart. Even though Kylie is uncertain about
everything, she starts to realize that Shadow Falls is
exactly where she belongs Don't miss this
spectacular, New York Times bestselling, young adult
paranormal romance series from C. C. Hunter! Born at
Midnight will steal your heart and haunt your dreams.

Lost Embrace
Antonio Marez is six years old when Ultima comes to
stay with his family in New Mexico.

Eternal Sanctuary
Book 3, Immortal : When Kian confesses his true
nature, Syssi is not as much shocked by the
revelation as she is wounded by what she perceives
as his callous plans for her. If she doesn't turn, he'd
be forced to erase her memories and let her go. His
family's safety demands secrecy--no one in the mortal
world is allowed to know that immortals exist.
Resigned to the cruel reality, Syssi is determined to
enjoy what little time she has with Kian, one day at a
time.

Logan's Acadian Wolves
Reproduction of the original: Adrian Savage by Lucas
Malet
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Forever Joined (Book Five of the
Sanctuary Coven Series)
p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 16.0px
Times; -webkit-text-stroke: #000000} p.p2 {margin:
0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 16.0px Times; -webkittext-stroke: #000000; min-height: 19.0px} span.s1
{font-kerning: none} From New York Times and USA
Today Bestselling Author Kym Grosso *2014 RONE
AWARD WINNER* *AMAZON TOP 100 BESTSELLER*
*IRC NOMINATED BEST INDIE BOOK of 2014 for
PARANORMAL ROMANCE* An erotic paranormal
romance Charismatic and powerful Lyceum Wolves'
Alpha, Tristan Livingston, is out for revenge after a
devastating attack on his pack. Not only did he
survive a building collapse, he orchestrated the
rebuild of his chic, state-of-the-art nightclub within a
week. Determined to mete out justice, he rescues a
beautiful witness who may be the key to helping him
find the perpetrators. Dr. Kalli Williams, dedicated
veterinarian, is hiding a secret that endangers not
only her own life but the lives of wolves across the
country. After being tortured by a savage vampire,
she's reluctantly agrees to help the sexy Alpha in his
quest to identify suspects; ones who'd kill her on the
spot if they knew she existed. As Kalli places herself
in the hands of the dominant wolf, she soon finds she
wants nothing more than to submit. Tristan,
committed to ruling his pack as a lone wolf, is
inexplicably drawn to the mysterious and enticing
woman, who seems more than human, but not quite
supernatural. As he discovers her secret, he teaches
her the meaning of trust, helping her learn how to be
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true to her nature. After living a lifetime alone, will he
succumb to the visceral need to claim her,
acknowledging the soul binding connection between
an Alpha and his mate? And will he prevail against the
menacing enemy who threatens to destroy Lyceum
Wolves? Warning: This book contains several erotic
love scenes, including m/f/m menage, and is intended
for adult readers only.

Industrial Magic
Wicked Rush
From New York Times and USA Today Bestselling
Author Kym Grosso Powerful vampire, Quintus Tullius,
returns to New Orleans after a demon attacks. Elusive
and lethal, he conceals his true powers from all
others, wielding his strength over the centuries as he
sees fit. When he’s healed by an attractive stranger,
he quickly realizes her altruistic actions are driven by
more than kindness, and she is not who she appears
to be. Unsure if he can trust the dangerous beauty, he
swears to protect her, captivated by the one creature
he’d never expected to flame his desire. Gabriella
Savoie has been on the run since she was thirteen
years old. Determined to survive, she practices a
unique blend of magick to hide from the coven who
seeks her death. Desperate, she leads a treacherous
existence in underground clubs, selling her mystical
blood to vampires to survive. Drawn to the one
person who can save her, she spirals into an erotic
journey, exploring her hidden fantasies within the
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arms of the seductive vampire. From Louisiana to
New York, their sensual and perilous adventure leads
them to discover ancient secrets, searching for the
artifact that will set her beast free. As Gabriella
accepts her fate, will she sacrifice her magick to be
with the vampire who is her true mate? Will Quintus
trust her and reveal his powers, acknowledging the
unexpected bond to a woman who isn’t human? And
will he be able to save her, thwarting the impending
evil that descends on Big Easy?

The Office
An erotic paranormal romance Dimitri LeBlanc, sexy
and charismatic beta of Acadian Wolves, survives a
brutal attack after his wolf succumbs to a dark force,
threatening his very existence. Waking up, tied to a
bed, his amusement transforms into lust as a
beautiful stranger heals his beast. Intrigued by his
mysterious savior, the tables quickly turn, when in the
heat of a dark desert night, he rescues her from a
barbaric Alpha. Dimitri is inexplicably drawn to the
alluring woman, and the discovery that she's his mate
rouses his hunger to claim her as his own. Gillian
Michel, a New York City photographer, conceals a
secret hybrid past and mystical abilities. An entire
lifetime, she's deliberately avoided wolves, but a
seductive encounter with an irresistible beta leaves
her craving his touch, his lips on hers. Passion ignites
her desire, leaving her yearning to submit to the
powerful wolf who tests her limits. Deep in the heart
of New Orleans, Dimitri and Gillian seek a cure to the
parasite maligning his mighty beast. Still on the run
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from a malevolent force, they lure their enemy into
the bayou. Will Gillian sacrifice her gifts to save the
man she loves, destroying her own immortality? And
will Dimitri eradicate the evil that has invaded his soul
while protecting his mate from an adversary who
threatens to kill them both?

The Psychosocial Implications of Disney
Movies
Fans of J.R. Ward and Jeanine Frost will love this
paranormal romance.

Tristan's Lyceum Wolves
Book one of the New York Times-bestselling All Souls
trilogy—"a wonderfully imaginative grown-up fantasy
with all the magic of Harry Potter and Twilight”
(People). Now “[a] hot show that’s like Twilight meets
Outlander” (Thrillist) airing Sundays on AMC and BBC
America, as well as streaming on Sundance Now and
Shudder. Deborah Harkness’s sparkling debut, A
Discovery of Witches, has brought her into the
spotlight and galvanized fans around the world. In this
tale of passion and obsession, Diana Bishop, a young
scholar and a descendant of witches, discovers a longlost and enchanted alchemical manuscript, Ashmole
782, deep in Oxford's Bodleian Library. Its
reappearance summons a fantastical underworld,
which she navigates with her leading man, vampire
geneticist Matthew Clairmont. Harkness has created a
universe to rival those of Anne Rice, Diana Gabaldon,
and Elizabeth Kostova, and she adds a scholar's depth
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to this riveting tale of magic and suspense. The story
continues in book two, Shadow of Night, and
concludes with The Book of Life.

Immortals of New Orleans 2
THE FIRST PSY/CHANGELING NOVEL from the New
York Times bestselling author of Shards of Hope,
Shield of Winter, and Heart of Obsidian The book that
Christine Feehan called "a must-read for all of my
fans." In a world that denies emotions, where the
ruling Psy punish any sign of desire, Sascha Duncan
must conceal the feelings that brand her as flawed.
To reveal them would be to sentence herself to the
horror of “rehabilitation”—the complete psychic
erasure of everything she ever was…Both human and
animal, Lucas Hunter is a Changeling hungry for the
very sensations the Psy disdain. After centuries of
uneasy coexistence, these two races are now on the
verge of war over the brutal murders of several
Changeling women. Lucas is determined to find the
Psy killer who butchered his packmate, and Sascha is
his ticket into their closely guarded society. But he
soon discovers that this ice-cold Psy is very capable of
passion—and that the animal in him is fascinated by
her. Caught between their conflicting worlds, Lucas
and Sascha must remain bound to their identities—or
sacrifice everything for a taste of darkest
temptation…

Wicked Bite
Meet the smart, sexy — supernatural — women of the
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otherworld. This is not your mother’s coven Kelley
Armstrong returns with the eagerly awaited follow-up
to Dime Store Magic. Paige Winterbourne, a
headstrong young woman haunted by a dark legacy,
is now put to the ultimate test as she fights to save
innocents from the most insidious evil of all.. . . In the
aftermath of her mother’s murder, Paige broke with
the elite, ultraconservative American Coven of
Witches. Now her goal is to start a new Coven for a
new generation. But while Paige pitches her vision to
uptight thirty-something witches in business suits, a
more urgent matter commands her attention.
Someone is murdering the teenage offspring of the
underworld’s most influential Cabals — a circle of
families that makes the mob look like amateurs. And
none is more powerful than the Cortez Cabal, a
faction Paige is intimately acquainted with. Lucas
Cortez, the rebel son and unwilling heir, is none other
than her boyfriend. But love isn’t blind, and Paige has
her eyes wide open as she is drawn into a hunt for an
unnatural-born killer. Pitted against shamans,
demons, and goons, it’s a battle chilling enough to
make a wild young woman grow up in a hurry. If she
gets the chance. From the Paperback edition.

The Alpha's Return
If you love the Dark Protectors, these wicked hot
Realm Enforcers are for you! “Fast-paced romance . .
. very compelling. Highly recommended.” —Library
Journal As she hunts for a drug lord killing her fellow
witches, all Nessa Lansa’s instincts point to the
Grizzly motorcycle club. That might be because their
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leader, Bear, is the strong, silent shifter type: warm
brown eyes and more muscle and alpha male than
any woman can ignore. Which makes Nessa’s plan to
seduce and betray him all the more dangerous . . .
Bear doesn’t trust the curvy, blue-eyed witch. But
Nessa can heal the injuries that sap his strength. And
since he can’t stop thinking of her lush body and
teasing smile, her plan to mate him to reclaim her
own power is highly tempting. Just one problem. Once
a desire this wild is loose, no one will ever control it . .
. “Hot and fast from beginning to end.” —Kate
Douglas on Fated “Sizzling sex scenes and a
memorable cast.” —Publishers Weekly on Claimed “A
fast-paced, excitement-filled explosion of action
Zanetti keeps getting better.” – RT Book Reviews on
Marked, 4.5 Stars Top Pick

Poison Fruit
From NYTs and USA Today Bestselling Author Kym
Grossoa novel in the IMMORTALS OF NEW ORLEANS
series now optioned for film. Hunter Livingston’s trip
to Hell had been a calculated risk. Best case scenario,
the Alpha would save a friend and come out
unscathed; at worst, he’d burn in flames for eternity.
But finding the high priestess had never been part of
his plan, nor was rescuing the near-dead stranger
he'd found lying by her side. Drawn to the mysterious
woman, he’d sworn to protect her from the rogue
pack who sold her into Hell and the demon who
sought her soul. With royal blood flowing through her
veins, Dr. Willa Jacobs had long hidden her Lycan
heritage. Deep within the rainforest, she’d unearthed
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a discovery that drew the attention of both humans
and the forces of evil. Rescued by the charismatic
Alpha, she’d known her kidnappers would never give
up looking for her or her research. As the dominant
Alpha stirred her beast to rise, her emotions warred,
and she was more determined than ever to see her
adversaries burn in Hell. From Wyoming to Louisiana,
Hunter and Willa spiral into an erotic and dangerous
journey where they question who is foe or friend, and
must fight to destroy their enemies. As Willa grows
closer to the sexy Alpha, will she divulge her true
nature, embracing the strength of her abilities? If they
survive, will Hunter claim his mate, accepting the
hellfire that runs through her veins? *Hunter is written
to be read standalone but many readers prefer to
read the series in order. The first in series, Kade's
Dark Embrace, is free.

Collision Force
From NYTs & USA Today Bestselling Author Kym
Grosso The Immortals of New Orleans Leopold's
Wicked Embrace (Book 5) Seductive and lethal
vampire, Leopold Devereoux, returns to the Big Easy
to find a killer. His search leads him to a beautiful and
mysterious woman, who awakens desires and
emotions that he's long fought to keep buried. After
centuries of self-imposed solitude, the billionaire
philanthropist struggles to restrain his growing thirst
for the intriguing, lovely female who's captured his
attention. Laryssa Theriot, an antiques proprietor in
the Vieux Carre, agrees to help the debonair stranger,
who seeks her assistance. She withholds her secret
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abilities, afraid to trust the man who threatens to
unleash her darkest fantasies. As the menacing force
that has stalked Laryssa for years finally catches up
to her, she submits, putting her life into the hands of
the dominant vampire who offers his protection. Deep
in the heart of New Orleans, they embark on a
perilous adventure, forced to search for an ancient
sacrificial relic that they hope will save their lives. As
they face formidable challenges, Leopold and Laryssa
surrender to the passionate intimacy that possesses
them. After hundreds of years of denying himself
love, will Leopold bond to the woman who has begun
to crack the impenetrable shell around his heart?
Dimitri (Book 6) Dimitri LeBlanc, sexy and charismatic
beta of Acadian Wolves, survives a brutal attack after
his wolf succumbs to a dark force, threatening his
very existence. Waking up, tied to a bed, his
amusement transforms into lust as a beautiful
stranger heals his beast. Intrigued by his mysterious
savior, the tables quickly turn, when in the heat of a
dark desert night, he rescues her from a barbaric
Alpha. Gillian Michel, a New York City photographer,
conceals a secret hybrid past and mystical abilities.
An entire lifetime, she's deliberately avoided wolves,
but a seductive encounter with an irresistible beta
leaves her craving his touch, his lips on hers. Deep in
the heart of New Orleans, Dimitri and Gillian seek a
cure to the parasite maligning his beast. Still on the
run from a malevolent force, they lure their enemy
into the bayou. Will Gillian sacrifice her gifts to save
the man she loves, destroying her own immortality?
And will Dimitri eradicate the evil that has invaded his
soul while protecting his mate from an adversary who
threatens to kill them both? Lost Embrace (Book 6.5)
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An erotic paranormal romance novella Dominant
vampire leader, Kade Issacson, is devastated when
his fiancee, Sydney Willows, is nearly killed by a
demon. As her transition into the supernatural tests
the limits of their bond, he considers how far he'd go
to cure her affliction. Deep in the heart of New
Orleans, Kade struggles to keep her alive while
searching for an escaped killer who promises to end
Sydney's life once and for all. Will Kade share the
woman he loves for one passionate night in order to
save her? Jax (Book 7) Agrestis Wolves' Alpha, Jax
Chandler, is on a mission to exact retribution after
being captured and tortured by an enigmatic
adversary. When the sophisticated publishing mogul
rescues a beautiful wolf, he recognizes the woman
he'd once believed to be his mate. Captivated, he sets
out to discover her secrets and teaches her to
embrace submission. With Alpha blood running
through her veins, Katrina Livingston's shifter magic
has been systematically stolen over time. On the run
from demonic forces, she turns to the New York
Alpha, the one she's both hurt and protected. As she
indulges in his erotic world, she struggles to resist the
instinct to mate with Jax, a bond she believes will kill
him. From New York to New Orleans, they embark on
a sensual adventure, discovering sorcery that could
eradicate his entire pack. Will they survive the
predator that comes ever closer to destroying their
lives?"

The Living Blood
A 2015 Whitney Award Nominee! A powerful story of
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loss, second chances, and first love, reminiscent of
Sarah Dessen and John Green. When Oakley Nelson
loses her older brother, Lucas, to cancer, she thinks
she’ll never recover. Between her parents’ arguing
and the battle she’s fighting with depression, she
feels nothing inside but a hollow emptiness. When
Mom suggests they spend a few months in California
with Aunt Jo, Oakley isn’t sure a change of scenery
will alter anything, but she’s willing to give it a try. In
California, Oakley discovers a sort of safety and
freedom in Aunt Jo’s beach house. Once they’re
settled, Mom hands her a notebook full of letters
addressed to her—from Lucas. As Oakley reads one
each day, she realizes how much he loved her, and
each letter challenges her to be better and to
continue to enjoy her life. He wants her to move on. If
only it were that easy. But then a surfer named
Carson comes into her life, and Oakley is blindsided.
He makes her feel again. As she lets him in, she is
surprised by how much she cares for him, and that’s
when things get complicated. How can she fall in love
and be happy when Lucas never got the chance to do
those very same things? With her brother’s dying
words as guidance, Oakley knows she must learn to
listen and trust again. But will she have to leave the
past behind to find happiness in the future? Sky Pony
Press, with our Good Books, Racehorse and Arcade
imprints, is proud to publish a broad range of books
for young readers—picture books for small children,
chapter books, books for middle grade readers, and
novels for young adults. Our list includes bestsellers
for children who love to play Minecraft; stories told
with LEGO bricks; books that teach lessons about
tolerance, patience, and the environment, and much
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more. While not every title we publish becomes a New
York Times bestseller or a national bestseller, we are
committed to books on subjects that are sometimes
overlooked and to authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.

Love, Lucas
A half breed immortal. An international manhunt. A
race against time to stop a terrifying plot that
threatens to kill millions. The gripping, action-packed
debut novel by AD Starrling and the first in the awardwinning supernatural thriller series Seventeen.

Dimitri
A follow-up to the best-selling A Discovery of Witches
finds Oxford scholar and reluctant witch Dina and
vampire geneticist Matthew Clairmont in Elizabethan
London, where Dina seeks a magical tutor and
Matthew confronts elements from his past at the
same time the mystery of Ashmole 782 deepens.
Reprint.

Léopold’s Wicked Embrace
In this volume of 15 articles, contributors from a wide
range of disciplines present their analyses of Disney
movies and Disney music, which are mainstays of
popular culture. The power of the Disney brand has
heightened the need for academics to question
whether Disney’s films and music function as a tool of
the Western elite that shapes the views of those less
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empowered. Given its global reach, how the Walt
Disney Company handles the role of race, gender,
and sexuality in social structural inequality merits
serious reflection according to a number of the
articles in the volume. On the other hand, other
authors argue that Disney productions can help
individuals cope with difficult situations or embrace
progressive thinking. The different approaches to the
assessment of Disney films as cultural artifacts also
vary according to the theoretical perspectives guiding
the interpretation of both overt and latent symbolic
meaning in the movies. The authors of the 15 articles
encourage readers to engage with the material,
showcasing a variety of views about the good, the
bad, and the best way forward.

Shadow of Night
Powerful CEO, Garrett Emerson’s, life and corporation
are built on a foundation of risk taking and top secret
priorities. He works hard, but plays even harder.
When tragedy strikes, the charismatic and sexy
billionaire takes the gamble of his life by bringing a
beautiful consultant into his inner sanctum, exposing
her to his exclusive society of extreme athletes who
are adventurous both in business and pleasure.
Inexplicably drawn to the intriguing woman, Garrett
teaches her to face her fears, bringing them both to
new levels of ecstasy. Selby Reynolds, a high profile
technology specialist, reluctantly accepts an
engagement at Emerson Industries. Discovering
secrets and uncovering clues to a murder, she’s
swept into Garrett's dangerous but seductive life of
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luxury. Captivated by the world renowned capitalist
and adventurer, she’s convinced he could crush her
heart. As he pushes her sexual limits and their erotic
play intensifies, Selby finds it impossible to resist the
one man who turns her darkest fantasies into a
reality. When Selby’s life is threatened by a killer,
carnal lessons of trust are put to the test, forcing
them to choose who is friend and who is foe. Can
Selby give her heart to a man who revels in the
excitement of flirting with death? Will they prevail
against an enemy who threatens to tear apart
Garrett’s world, including the fragile connection with
the woman he seeks to claim as his own?

Luca's Magic Embrace
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The
untold stories behind The Office, one of the most
iconic television shows of the twenty-first century,
told by its creators, writers, and actors When did you
last hang out with Jim, Pam, Dwight, Michael, and the
rest of Dunder Mifflin? It might have been back in
2013, when the series finale aired . . . or it might have
been last night, when you watched three episodes in
a row. But either way, long after the show first aired,
it’s more popular than ever, and fans have only one
problem—what to watch, or read, next. Fortunately,
Rolling Stone writer Andy Greene has that answer. In
his brand-new oral history, The Office: The Untold
Story of the Greatest Sitcom of the 2000s, Greene will
take readers behind the scenes of their favorite
moments and characters. Greene gives us the true
inside story behind the entire show, from its origins
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on the BBC through its impressive nine-season run in
America, with in-depth research and exclusive
interviews. Fans will get the inside scoop on key
episodes from "The Dundies" to "Threat Level
Midnight" and "Goodbye, Michael," including behindthe-scenes details like the battle to keep it on the air
when NBC wanted to pull the plug after just six
episodes and the failed attempt to bring in James
Gandolfini as the new boss after Steve Carell left,
spotlighting the incredible, genre-redefining show
created by the family-like team, who together took a
quirky British import with dicey prospects and turned
it into a primetime giant with true historical and
cultural significance. Hilarious, heartwarming, and
revelatory, The Office gives fans and pop culture buffs
a front-row seat to the phenomenal sequence of
events that launched The Office into wild popularity,
changing the face of television and how we all see our
office lives for decades to come.
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